Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel ........................ #TG-Jeag-4-B or I
Classic Jaeger hunting triggerguard, with open bow. This style can easily accommodate our #TR-Jaeger set trigger with straight rear trigger. Notice the blank front and rear finials. They should be shaped before use, forming a point, spade, leaf, flower, or scroll design.

#TG-Jaeg-4-B triggerguard, wax cast brass only $33.99
#TG-Jaeg-4-I triggerguard, wax cast steel only $27.99

The pattern for this casting was created by Mr. Jerry Kirklin, whose work we greatly admire. Working in Michigan, his rifles have been noticed by collectors and investors, who actively seek examples of longrifles that are also examples of fine art.

When you attend the N.M.L.R.A. Spring and Fall Shooting Matches at Friendship Indiana, be sure to visit Gunmakers’ Hall. This non-judgemental display of muzzle loading arms will provide entertainment to the enthusiast, or inspiration and enlightenment to the gun maker.

Triggerguard, sand cast brass, only ......................................... #TG-MA-121-B
This elegant flint era triggerguard is a yellow brass sand casting. Long enough for double set triggers, it may have been used with a scroll back single trigger. Use this triggerguard on a fine flint fowling gun or transitional American longrifle combining German and English influences.

#TG-MA-121-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $10.50
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